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ABSTRACT
 
   
Following the Prime Minister's assurance in his New Year's Day message several weeks earlier, the government
reaffirmed its commitment to helping low-income Singaporeans cope with the cost of living, and making home
ownership affordable to all. Only the multiple-seat constituency of Tanjong Pagar, helmed by former Prime Minister
Lee Kuan Yew, was uncontested after a rag-tag opposition team failed to submit their nomination papers in time.   
 
FULL TEXT
 
  
Politics in Singapore is generally marked by incremental change. When Singapore eventually becomes a two-party
or multi-party democracy, the 20 1 1 general election is likely to be regarded as the starting point of the epochal
political transition. It was a boisterous year politically where political excitement and consciousness went up
several notches due to the 7 May general elections and the 27 August presidential elections, both of which
produced keenly contested hustings and outcomes. The aftermath of the general elections also saw the retirement
of former Prime Ministers Lee Kuan Yew and Goh Chok Tong from the Cabinet.  
In President Tony Tan's first President's Address at the opening of the 12th Parliament, in October, he noted that
Singapore's success "is defined not just by material progress but also by our values and ideals". The two elections
unleashed passionate debates over what kind of society Singapore should be, given that the focus in the past was
overwhelmingly on material well-being. But, for a maturing polity, material well-being alone cannot build a home, a
future, a nation-state. Singapore's twelfth Parliament, in its first week of sittings, deliberated on whether the choice
between GDP growth or gross national happiness was a false dichotomy. It is clear that the emphasis on growth
cannot be the be-all and end-all. The year 2011 saw more attention given to social issues, the post-material
concerns. Significantly, there was strong agreement and renewed commitment to helping the needy and
disadvantaged.  
In the lead-up to the 2011-12 Budget, many Singaporeans were expecting an "election budget". Unlike past Budget
speeches, Finance Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam first zeroed in on the non-economic dimension. With the
themes of surplus sharing and growing the incomes of all Singaporeans as a rallying cry, less well-off
Singaporeans were very much the focus of the Budget. Following the Prime Minister's assurance in his New Year's
Day message several weeks earlier, the government reaffirmed its commitment to helping low-income
Singaporeans cope with the cost of living, and making home ownership affordable to all. The centrepiece of the
Budget was the $3.2 billion "Grow and Share" Package, a series of one-off measures "to share the fruits of the
nation's growth with all Singaporeans". In addition, another $3.4 billion was committed for longerterm social
investments to enhance Singapore's well-being, especially to support quality care for the elderly.1  
In essence, Budget 2011 underlined the commitment to shared inclusive growth with a renewed focus on equity
rather than equality. This recalibrating of the social compact has been the trend in recent years, with the
government seeking to help low-income earners through a variety of schemes, such as Workfare, CPF top-ups,
housing grants, and utility rebates.2 In 2010 these infusions of income constituted a massive 43.3 per cent (up
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from 41.4 per cent in 2009) of the annual incomes for HDB (Housing Development Board) one- and two-room
resident households. This rebalancing of the social compact has clearly tilted in favour of lower-income
Singaporeans. The fundamental basis of sharing the nation's wealth has transited from equality to equity. This is
the crucial difference. Not every Singaporean will get the same quantum of rebates, subsidies, and tops-up. Less
well-off Singaporeans will get more.  
Watershed General Elections Heralding a "New Normal"  
Politics very much dominated public discourse and imagination in 2011. The 2011 General Elections (GE2011) saw
the ruling People's Action Party (PAP), which has ruled Singapore uninterrupted since 1959, witness its worst
electoral performance since independence. The PAP polled 60.14 per cent of the popular vote, winning 81 of the 87
parliamentary seats. Behind these headline figures, GE2011 also hinted at seeming broad swathes of unhappiness
and dissatisfaction with the PAP government.3  
Prior to Parliament's dissolution on 19 April, election fever was very much in the air, and the nine days of intensive
campaigning generated much engagement, debate, and contestation. The introduction of a "cooling-off day" did
not temper the electorate's enthusiasm and determination to make their views known - they were aided by the
intensive use of social media by political parties, the candidates, and Singaporeans. It was an election that kept
Singaporeans enthralled. Election talk had been in the air since early 2010 and preparations took an upswing with
the release of the report by the Electoral Boundaries Committee on 24 February.  
Unlike previous elections, where the PAP was returned to office on nomination day, 82 out of 87 parliamentary
seats were contested by 170 candidates from seven political parties in the 7 May elections. Only the multiple-seat
constituency of Tanjong Pagar, helmed by former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew, was uncontested after a rag-tag
opposition team failed to submit their nomination papers in time. There was a bumper crop of women candidates
and candidates born after 1965 (84 out of 170). This enabled a record number of more than two million voters to
cast their ballots on polling day. The opposition offered a better slate of candidates, which went some way to
deflate the PAP's claim that it had the best candidates.  
National issues took centre stage in GE201 1 . Against a backdrop of a widening income gap, inflation concerns,
and increased costs of living, the PAP was put on the defensive even before campaigning began in earnest
immediately after nomination day on 27 April. Singaporeans were inundated with various political messages and
appeals and they reciprocated with large turnouts at election rallies and active online activity. Politics dominated
even casual discussions given the heightened political consciousness of Singaporeans during this period.  
In GE2011, young people, aged between 21 and 35, were the focus of all the parties. They constituted slightly more
than a quarter of the electorate: they were not just a valuable vote-bank, but a constituency that was receptive to
the opposition. This post-independence generation grew up in a First World Singapore and, unlike their parents, the
Third World to First World success story gained little traction with them. Coupled with their post-material
aspirations, high ideals and expectations, the notion of a one-party dominant state was not only a freakish state of
political reality but one which they intuitively felt was the outcome of an unlevel political playing field. Bread-and-
butter issues remained important, but the young voters were also interested with issues like electoral fair play, civil
liberties, and quality of life. To reach out and cognitively and affectively connect with them, the various parties
used social media as the main vehicle of engagement.  
The PAP's manifesto, "Securing our future together", aimed at leveraging on the PAP's tried-and-tested brand and
its formula of governance. Beyond that, the PAP sought to push two overarching issues: leadership renewal and
the need for the PAP to have a strong mandate. In the lead-up to the hustings, Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong
(and the PAP's Secretary-General) had highlighted the need to "press hard on leadership renewal now, so that in
ten years' time in 2020, we will have a younger team ready not just to maintain our present high standards, but to
take this as our foundation to fly even higher and do even better".4  
But the opposition, without the benefit of an organized, collective, and coordinated counter-attack, forced the PAP
to fight a rearguard action throughout the nine days of intensive and exhilarating campaigning. They were helped
by a general mood that the PAP's policies had not been responsive to the everyday concerns of the average
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Singaporean. In some respects, the PAP's manifesto of "a vibrant and inclusive society, with opportunities for a
better life for each and every citizen" sat uncomfortably with the growing income inequality, increased costs of
living, particularly housing, concerns with the influx of immigrants, and the general sentiment that the quality of
governance had declined resulting in public infrastructure being unable to cope with the large and quick increase
in the number of people living in Singapore.  
In GE2011, the opposition candidates were no longer perceived to be and dismissed as "riff-raff. Although the
opposition did not make renewal a key message in their campaign, the fact that there was a revitalized and better
quality opposition was not lost on the electorate. The opposition sought to show that they could measure up to the
growing and diverse expectations that Singaporeans have of their political leaders.  
The opposition sensed an opportunity to secure favourable reception with the electorate on the issue of the type of
political system Singapore should have - what did a "First World Parliament", as the Workers' Party campaigned on,
entail? As in previous elections, the PAP sought a resounding mandate from the people so that they can govern
resolutely and decisively and act in Singapore's long-term interests. In this regard, the PAP argued that there was
only room for a single dominant party given Singapore's context and realities. Most Singaporeans did not expect a
non-PAP government to be elected in GE2011, but the benefits of domestic politics becoming more competitive
appealed to voters nonetheless. For them, it made for a more robust system of government, that could enhance
the good governance ethos. The opposition, in particular the Workers' Party, read that ground sentiment well. The
opposition cohered around the persuasive argument that keener political competition would keep the ruling party
on its toes, compel it to be more sensitive to and caring of the people. As such, a stronger opposition presence in
Parliament would constitute a win-win situation for the voters: the security and reliability of a PAP government to
run the country but adequately checked by a credible opposition. In short, the Singaporean voter could have his
political cake and eat it too.  
The Workers' Party campaigned on their manifesto of "Towards a First World Parliament". While the PAP sought to
engage voters through rational arguments, the opposition used rhetoric and imagery very well. For instance,
Workers' Party Secretary-General Low Thia Khiang likened the opposition's role to that of a "co-driver" whose job
was "to slap the driver when he drives off-course or when he falls asleep or drives dangerously. ... He supports and
advises the driver from time to time and to make sure that he is alert and well enough to complete the journey....
When the bus driver falls asleep and drives towards a ravine, would you go behind him and only ask him 'uncle why
are you sleeping? Can wake up or not? The bus is going to drop down you know?' Slap him lah!"5  
Low's metaphor and imagery of a "co-driver" slapping the driver was undoubtedly powerful and appealed to the
hearts and minds of many voters in light of the several high-profile policy lapses since the last general elections in
2006, for which the Prime Minister, in a rare admission of the PAP government's fallibility, apologized to
Singaporeans during the campaign proper for the mistakes his government had made: "We can have our best
intentions, make our best efforts but from time to time, mistakes will happen. We will make mistakes. We made a
mistake when we let Mas Selamat run away, we made a mistake when Orchard Road got flooded, and there are
other mistakes we have made from time to time and occasionally we will make them again but I hope not too
often. But when it happens, then we should acknowledge, apologise, take responsibility, put things right. If we have
to discipline somebody, we will do that and we must learn from lessons and never make the same mistakes
again.... We do not always get things completely right ... but overall, the PAP government has been more right than
wrong, otherwise we would not be here today."6  
The desire among Singaporeans for a more open and vibrant political system points to a nascent growing political
consciousness. Much as that form and substance of consciousness is still inchoate, the significant change is the
perspective that national matters are not just the sole preserve of politicians. This also reflects the growing need
for the political system, which had prided itself as being consultative, to affirm that the citizen's voice matters. The
PAP's platform of a strong and decisive mandate was perceived as seeking a political monopoly, and out of touch.
If anything, the PAP's strident insistence on a strong mandate put off some voters who felt even more strongly the
need for a good opposition in Parliament.  
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Immigration was a "sleeper" hot-button issue in GE2011. No political party campaigned vigorously on population
and immigration issues. No party wanted to be labelled an anti-immigrant party, but the angst and anxiety of
Singaporeans about the rapid influx of immigrants was evident, and their perceived impact on housing prices,
public transport, and the meaning of identity, citizenship, and belonging contributed to a palpable sense of
displacement for many Singaporeans. There was also a strong perception that Singaporeans were doing the bulk
of the "heavy lifting" while the newcomers have it easy; and that local talent is being passed over for "foreign
talent". A significant mention in the President's Speech at the opening of a new Parliament was the reference to
preventing a new "fault line" from developing between local-born Singaporeans and freshly minted Singaporeans.7
This is the first time that "fault line" has been used to describe this growing divide. Given that the sensitive and
emotive issue of immigration has been flagged in the past three National Day rallies, the reference to the
immigration fault line is significant. Besides the "us" and "them" divide, the angst and anxiety on the part of
Singaporeans and the government alike were palpable, if not distressing for both parties.  
During the campaign, the opposition took the PAP to task for not effectively managing, if not resolving, the
associated problems before they arose. The Workers' Party's Low Thia Khiang captured the voters' concerns well in
his Aljunied team's victory speech on 8 May: "Your votes tell us that the government that you want is a home, not
just a house. Your votes tell the world that Singapore is not just an economic success to you. Singapore is our
home."  
GE2011 saw the PAP suffer its first-ever loss in a group representation constituency in Aljunied. The PAP team
included Foreign Minister George Yeo, Second Minister for Finance and Transport Ms Lim Hwee Hua, Senior
Minister of State Zainul Abidin Rasheed, and high-flying trade unionist Ong Ye Kung, a first-time candidate
identified to be of ministerial calibre. The Workers' Party fielded its slate of best candidates in Aljunied and it
reaped handsome political dividends. The Workers' Party also retained its Hougang seat. What was significant was
the PAP government's reaction to the outcome of GE2011. The Prime Minister acknowledged at his post-GE media
conference on 8 May that, "Many wish for the government to adopt a different style and approach. It marks a
distinct shift in our political landscape." GE2011 was a watershed election not just because of the electoral results
but the after-effects of a bruising electoral campaign that polarized Singapore society.  
Less than a week later, on 14 May, then Minister Mentor Lee Kuan Yew and Senior Minister Goh Chok Tong jointly
announced their decision to step down from the Cabinet. The timing suggested that Lee and Goh had decided that
they should step down to give the Prime Minister a free hand as he decided on his new Cabinet line-up. Together,
they had put in 84 years in the Cabinet, including 45 years as Prime Ministers. "Young" and "younger" appear once
and five times respectively in their crisp joint statement. Reflecting the sign of the times that the voters born after
independence will wield increasingly more electoral power in the years ahead, both men concluded their press
statement with the appeal that "the younger team must always have in mind the interests of the older generation.
This generation who has contributed to Singapore must be well-looked after."8  
In announcing his new Cabinet line-up on 18 May, Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong described the changes as
"epochal". The new Cabinet of fifteen Ministers is more streamlined and lean; its predecessor had twenty-one
Ministers. Nine ministers in the last Cabinet are not in the latest Cabinet, requiring the remaining more-established
Ministers to hold more than one portfolio. Eleven Ministries have new Ministers helming them. In two Ministries,
Education and Community Development, Youth and Sports, the Ministers and Ministers of State are firsttime MPs,
elected in the 7 May elections. While the new line-up should not be regarded as a populist reaction to the election
results, the watershed GE2011 certainly contributed to the extent of the Cabinet changes. The expectation is that
this major political development will unleash new forces, new dynamics, and new approaches to governance.
Partly, the Cabinet line-up is in response to emboldened and populist pressures for change. While the PAP
government has refrained from a populist style of governance, it has to be popular if it wishes to remain in power.  
At the Cabinet's swearing-in, Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong acknowledged that the Government "must evolve in
tandem with our society and our people ... in accord with the spirit of the times and the aspirations and hopes of
our people". He declared that Singapore's political system will "accommodate more views, more debate and more
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participation" even as he urged Singaporeans to "stay united on the big issues, understand the fundamental
realities" facing Singapore.9 In underlining his commitment to take a "totally fresh look" at the issues and
challenges facing Singaporeans and Singapore, PM Lee emphasized that "nothing should be sacrosanct" and
made the surprise announcement of the formation of an independent committee led by accountant Gerard Ee to
review the basis and level of political salaries. Ministerial salaries have been a divisive bone of contention and a
deep source of disaffection ever since the pay formula was first introduced in 1994. It has severely undermined the
legitimacy of the government, particularly when there had been policy lapses. PM Lee also promised that his
government will listen to and engage all segments of society in a dialogue in a new spirit of inclusive and
responsive governance. The approach to policy implementation will be "more flexible, thoughtful and
compassionate".  
Political Rumblings Continue into PE2011  
The strong ground sentiments, political mood, and emotions that characterized the May GE 2011 formed the
backdrop to the fourth presidential elections. The polarized political attitudes, characterized primarily along PAP
and non-PAP lines, manifested themselves in the 2011 presidential elections (PE2011). This was despite the
presidential elections not being a political contest in which candidates debated and challenged each other on
political platforms and policies. Candidates have to be non-partisan - a candidate will have to formally end
affiliation to a political party by nomination day.  
A key theme in GE2011 was that the need for real checks and balances, provided by a credible opposition, was not
only desirable but necessary in a oneparty dominant system. Not surprisingly, the desire for a more open, vibrant,
and competitive political system resulted in such a political stance featuring strongly in the PE2011 in which the
President was expected, in some quarters, to check the dominant PAP government. In such a political climate, a
candidate who was closely identified or connected with the ruling People's Action Party or the government could
suffer a distinct political disadvantage compared with a rival candidate who was not connected with the
Establishment. This was acknowledged by then PAP Chairman Lim Boon Heng when he observed that "people
would prefer if there were someone who can be a strong unifying symbol for Singaporeans, who's not so closely
related to the PAP".10  
Singapore's head of state is not vested with the same powers as the executive presidents of the United States,
France, and many Latin American countries. Nevertheless, that did not curb the expectation of the elected
President to function as an institutional check on the PAP government. There was the palpable expectation that
the presidency should be a watchdog that can both bark and bite. It was not good enough that the current reactive
powers of the President results in a watchdog that could only bark in limited circumstances. Singapore's system of
government remains quintessentially a parliamentary one in which policymaking and lawmaking are the
prerogatives of the Cabinet and Parliament. Put simply, the elected President is not designed as a countervailing
source of political power.11  
Singaporeans saw the first presidential contest in eighteen years as an opportunity to tentatively advance the
agenda for a more robust political system and to entrench good governance. Not surprisingly, six aspirants applied
for certificates of eligibility from the Presidential Election Committee, as required under the Singapore
Constitution. Four of them, Dr Tan Cheng Bock, Mr Tan Jee Say, Dr Tony Tan Keng Yam, and Mr Tan Kin Lian were
successful in their applications. Dr Tan Cheng Bock and Dr Tony Tan are former PAP MPs, the latter is also a
former Deputy Prime Minister and widely regarded as the PAP government's preferred choice. Tan Jee Say is a
former civil servant and had contested under the banner of the Singapore Democratic Party in GE2011. Tan Kin
Lian is a former NTUC Income chief.  
In a crowded race and in the first contested elections since 1993, it was no surprise that PE2011 became
characterized by competing and, at times, conflicting visions of the elected Presidency. For instance, Tan Kin Lian
ran his campaign on the platform of being the "voice of the people". Tan Jee Say's electoral campaign
concentrated on how he would be the "moral compass", the "conscience" of the nation. With his "Think
Singaporeans First" slogan, Tan Cheng Bock campaigned on being a unifying figure after a bruising general
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election. Tony Tan's "Confidence for the Future" campaign dwelled on the qualities and qualifications needed in a
volatile global economy. Together with Tan Cheng Bock, he was consistent and explicit in acknowledging the
constitutional limits of the Presidency. He made the call a few times for candidates to "run for the office that
exists", not one they wished to have. This was in contrast to Tan Kin Lian and Tan Jee Say who over-promised on
the elected President's constitutional powers and mandate.  
That there was no contested Presidential Election for eighteen years resulted in a situation where the role of the
President was little understood by the electorate. In fact, it was, more often than not, misunderstood. The
government's attempt to clarify the role and function of the President did not make much headway. There was a
subtle undercurrent that some Singaporeans had high expectations of the President to function as a check on the
PAP government. During the PE201 1 campaign, the late Ong Teng Cheong's presidency (1993-99) was constantly
lionized by Singaporeans and candidates alike for his independence. Towards the end of his term, President Ong
had made public his disagreements with the government. No one then had expected Mr Ong, who resigned as
Deputy Prime Minister and the PAP's party chairman to contest in the first presidential polls, to clash with the
government.  
In the end, the contest yielded a narrow victory margin, confirmed on a recount of the ballots. A mere 7,382 votes
separated Tony Tan from Tan Cheng Bock. Tony Tan did not secure an absolute majority, while Tan Kin Lian lost
his electoral deposit for failing to secure at least one-eighth of the total ballots cast. The table summarizes the
results:12  
PE2011, which fired up the hearts and minds of Singaporeans, portend what future PEs could be like. What the
PE2011 demonstrated, undergirded by GE2011 poll results, is that the average Singaporean voter is keen for more
political competition and diversity. But as the PE results illustrate, the average voter is not going to throw caution
to the wind and cast a ballot for a candidate just because he comes with an opposition accent. The People's
Action Party branding still carries cachet, even if that appears to be a declining value proposition.  
International media reports had characterized the outcome as a sign of "many still upset with long-ruling PAP".
This reading is premised on viewing the polls in partisan terms, with Tony Tan flying the PAP/Establishment
banner, and Tan Cheng Bock, Tan Jee Say, and Tan Kin Lian coming under the nonPAP/non-Establishment flags.
According to this view, the score was that the PAP garnered only 35 per cent while the non-PAP team picked up the
remaining 65 per cent. This would be reading the results simplistically. Many Singaporeans did not see the contest
in purely partisan terms. They carefully scrutinized candidates' track records, their campaign promises, and how
they would work with the PAP government.  
In a crowded race with three serious contenders, it should not be surprising that the votes were split. The results, if
anything, confirm that the political landscape is more diverse, more competitive. The Singapore electorate is
maturing and is more than capable of making up its own mind. Although Tony Tan had garnered numerous
endorsements by the trade unions, business groups, and others, they seemed to have little effect. Indeed, the daily
ritual of the mass media announcing the trade unions endorsing Tony Tan's candidacy was greeted with
ambivalence at best. Singaporeans were not swayed by the various endorsements.  
Both Dr Tans, as former PAP stalwarts, can be regarded as being from the Establishment camp. The PAP
government would have had not much difficulty working with either of them. Both Dr Tans also espoused a
moderate reading of the roles, functions, and powers of the elected President. Combined, they polled 70 per cent of
the popular vote. To these voters, the past PAP affiliation was not a deterrent - there was confidence they would
exercise the executive custodial powers independently. The support for both men also indicates that Singaporeans
value stability, in the sense of an elected President being able to work with the elected government. It suggests
that many may be uncomfortable with the elected President being an alternative, competing power centre.  
All said, the winner's razor-thin victory margin points to the need for the Presidency to evolve in tandem with
Singaporeans' expectations of the roles and functions of the office. In short, there is the imperative to manage
voters' expectations while keeping faith with the constitutional parameters. Amid the "new normal" of the more-
competitive political landscape, much will also be expected of President Tony Tan's promise of seeking to heal the
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country's political, economic, and social divisions. Indeed, Tony Tan's presidency is likely to be characterized by
the imperative for the President to unify Singaporeans regardless of their political inclinations. President Tony Tan,
more than for any of his predecessors, will have to work with the government but also with all political parties and
civil society. In this regard, he will have to play a more "activist" role by reaching out actively to different segments
of Singapore society. President Tony Tan has already taken on active outreach since assuming office on 1
September 2011.  
The ISA, Tripartism, and Bilingualism  
The announcement on 15 September that Malaysia would repeal its Internal Security Act (ISA) has, unsurprisingly,
raised questions and generated discussions as to whether Singapore should follow suit. Malaysian Prime Minister
Najib Tun Razak had also announced that new legislation would be enacted in place of the ISA. On 16 September,
the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) indicated that Singapore had no immediate plans to follow Malaysia's lead in
repealing the ISA. In its statement, the MHA differentiated Singapore's ISA from Malaysia's, highlighting the
safeguards in the Singapore ISA as well as its sparing use. Significantly, it emphasized that "No person has ever
been detained only for their political beliefs."13  
Singapore's umbrella union movement, the National Trades Union Congress (NTUC), celebrated its fiftieth
anniversary in 2011. Industrial peace in Singapore has been attributed to its unique model of tripartism. This
involves the trade unions (led by NTUC), employers, and the government. Predicated on the fundamental need to
create good jobs for Singaporeans, tripartism has ostensibly helped to create trust among the three key
stakeholders at the workplace. It also requires a deep commitment to fairness, taking a long-term view of issues,
and a practical approach to problem solving. This approach has enabled Singapore to cut costs and respond
swiftly to changing economic conditions, including the Central Provident Fund (CPF) cuts during the 1986
recession and 1999 Asian financial crisis, as well as re-tuning the CPF in 2003 to maintain cost competitiveness.
The state of harmonious tripartite relations engendered by tripartism is a competitive advantage that Singapore
enjoys. Nonetheless, in a more competitive political landscape, NTUCs fifty-year symbiotic relationship with the
ruling People's Action Party will come under increasing scrutiny. Can Singapore-style tripartism retain its relevance
if the perception is that the economic pie is shrinking or that one tripartite stakeholder is doing the
disproportionate heavy-lifting?  
The Education Ministry also established in November the $100 million Lee Kuan Yew Bilingualism Fund to promote
bilingualism, a cornerstone of Singapore's education system.14 The core belief is that a student learning English
and his/her mother tongue language "helps Singaporeans plug into a globalised world while strengthening links to
our Asian heritage". The concern coheres around the need to supplement efforts in the teaching and learning of
English and the mother tongue languages, amid changes in the home language environment. The fund will initially
focus on strengthening efforts to encourage bilingualism in preschools and develop age-appropriate English and
mother tongue teaching and learning resources as well as to enhance teacher capability in the teaching of these
languages.15  
Calibrating for a Long-term Potential Economic Growth Rate  
In 2011 the economy was estimated to have expanded by 4.8 per cent. This was in line with Singapore's long-term
potential growth rate of 3 to 5 per cent. In the first quarter of 2011, the economy posted a strong 9.1 per cent
growth over the corresponding period of the previous year. That robust growth trickled to 0.9 per cent growth in
the second quarter before attaining 5.9 and 3.6 per cent growth in the third and fourth quarters respectively.  
As a result of the eurozone crisis, anaemic growth in the United States, and slowing growth in China, the 2011
economic figures were less favourable compared to 2010's, when the red-hot economy posted 14.5 per cent GDP
growth. The significant moderation of economic growth in 2011 was largely due to the slowdown in the
manufacturing sector. Notwithstanding the weak external demand, the labour market was tight. Full-time resident
workers saw their median monthly pay increase by 8.3 per cent to $3,249 in 2011. Median income growth
exceeded the relatively high inflation figures: after accounting for inflation, real median income increased by 3.1
per cent (in 2010 there was a 0.3 per cent dip). The employment rate of residents aged 25 to 64 was a high of 78
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per cent with more women and older workers in the workforce.16  
Public Housing and Over-exuberance in the Property Market  
On the housing front, to cope with the demand for public housing, the HDB ramped up its construction schedule by
launching 25,000 build-to-order flats in 2011. Earlier in the year, to assure the public that there was adequate
supply of both public and private housing to meet demand, the government announced that there were 41,000
unsold private housing units. It also announced that the Government Land Sales programme scheduled for the
first half of 2012 will result in another 14,100 units going on the market in due course. Soon after the elections, the
government raised the monthly income ceiling for the purchase of new executive condominiums (ECs) from
$10,000 to $12,000 in August 2011. ECs are aimed at higher-income Singaporeans who wish to own private
condominium units in an affordable way. The government announced plans to expand the EC supply in 2012,
making land available for 8,500 EC units.  
In the private property market, the government, in a move which caught the market by surprise, imposed an
Additional Buyer's Stamp Duty (ABSD) with the aim of moderating capital inflows and foreign demand, and help to
stabilize prices. This was the fifth round of cooling measures to manage the over-exuberant residential property
market. Foreigners will pay 10 per cent ABSD for any residential property. Permanent residents owning one and
buying second and subsequent properties will pay 3 per cent ABSD, while Singaporeans owning two and buying a
third and subsequent residential properties will pay 3 per cent ABSD.  
In explaining the rationale for the move, the Ministries of Finance and National Development reiterated that the
government's objective was,  
to promote a sustainable residential property market where prices move in line with economic fundamentals.
Prices of private residential properties have continued to rise, albeit more slowly in the last two quarters. Prices are
now 13 per cent above the peak in 2Ql 996 and 16 per cent above the more recent peak in 2Q2008. Even with the
current economic uncertainties, the demand for private residential property remains firm. Given the uncertainty in
stock markets and with interest rates remaining low, private property in Singapore continues to attract investors,
local and foreign. Excessive investment demand will however make the property cycle more volatile, and thus
increase the risks to our economy and banking system.17  
This latest cooling measure is targeted at moderating investment demand for private residential property. When
juxtaposed with the relatively small size of the Singapore market and the political sensitivity of the issue, the
government could not ignore the large pool of external liquidity and strong buying interest from abroad. Foreign
purchases accounted for 19 per cent of all private residential property purchases in the second half of 2011.  
Travails of the Train System  
Another hot-button issue in GE2011 was the congestion on the roads and on public transport such as the buses
and MRT (mass rapid transit) trains. The year ended badly on the public transport scene with severe service
disruptions in mid-December: a massive five-hour disruption on 15 December followed by a seven-hour disruption
on 17 December, both on the North-South line. The disruption on 15 December was peculiarly bad as many
passengers were, literally, kept in the dark and had to walk along the underground rail tunnels to reach the nearest
station during the rush-hour service disruption. Based on media reports, a situation of near-chaos prevailed on the
affected trains (including one where a commuter used a fire extinguisher to break the train's window), train
platforms, ticket concourses, and stations.  
This series of service disruptions, the most severe since the MRT started operating in 1987, was a tremendous
blow to the government's efforts to encourage Singaporeans to use the public transport system. Transport
Minister Lui Tuck Yew acknowledged that there was some "instability" in the system. Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong announced the formation of a committee of inquiry "to understand why these [SMRT service breakdowns]
incidents happened, what is at the bottom of it and how we can make the system more robust and reliable and
fault tolerant".18 The MRT service breakdowns raised concerns over whether the public transport system was able
to cope with the increased commuter load and public expectations amid the expansion of the rail and road
infrastructure over the last couple of years. Furthermore, the response by SMRT, the train operator, and the other
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relevant agencies also raised questions about the state of emergency preparedness. Earlier, in October, the Circle
Line was finally completed after delays and now transports 300,000 commuters daily.  
Foreign Relations: Closer Ties with Malaysia  
The highlight of 2011 on the diplomatic front was the warming of bilateral ties with Malaysia. On 27 June 2011, the
Agreement to Implement the Points of Agreement on Malayan Railway Land in Singapore and the Joint Statement
on Singapore-Malaysia Leaders' Retreat of 24 May 2010 was signed in Putrajaya and implemented on 1 July. The
resolution of this longstanding thorny issue paves the way for both countries to explore new areas of cooperation.
This includes collaboration between Malaysia's Khazanah Nasional Berhad and Singapore's Temasek Holdings in
joint investments through M+S Pte Ltd in Singapore, as well as Pulau Indah Ventures Sdn Bhd in Iskandar
Malaysia.19 In particular, closer collaboration has been facilitated by the Joint Ministerial Committee for Iskandar
Malaysia.  
To improve connectivity, a tender was jointly called on 18 November to appoint a consultant to undertake a joint
engineering study to develop a Rapid Transit System (RTS) link between Singapore and Johor Bahru, targeted to
be operational by 2018. Plans are afoot for a dual co-located Customs, Immigration and Quarantine (CIQ) system
to complement the RTS link, and to explore the possibility of establishing ferry and water taxi services as another
means of transportation between the two neighbours. In tandem with the warm cordial ties, Singapore handed
over to the State of Johor, free of charge and in good working order, the waterworks on the expiry of the 1961
Water Agreement on 31 August.20  
People-to-people ties were also strengthened through sports. Seventeen years after Singapore last participated in
the Malaysia Cup, Singapore announced its return to the Malaysian football league. On 12 July, the Football
Association of Singapore signed a four-year memorandum of understanding with the Football Association of
Malaysia in which a Singapore team - called the Singapore Lions, comprising mainly national players below the age
of 23 - will take part in the Malaysian Super League, Malaysia, and FA Cups in 2012. As part of the deal, a
Malaysian team, the Malaysian Tigers, will join Singapore's S-League.  
Conclusion  
Reflecting the faster evolution of Singapore's political landscape triggered by the 7 May general elections, "new
normal" has become a powerful même in local political discourse. Yet it is also misleading because the
geopolitical, economic, and social realities facing Singapore remain fundamentally the same. It remains to be seen
whether a "more normal" political setting in Singapore would result in the PAP and the opposition raising their
game, resulting in better policy making, a more engaged and committed citizenry, and enhanced social cohesion.
What the PAP and the opposition do between now and the next GE will provide a firmer indication of the direction
and substance of political change in Singapore. The next GE, which will have to be held by January 2017, will be
the real watershed election.  
In many respects, 2011 has been a defining year for Singapore. For instance, some key questions at the start of the
second decade of the twenty-first century have surfaced and engaged Singaporeans. Take the question of how
Singapore should strive, as a nation, to be defined by values rather than by the obsession with value. There is the
need to complement the wealth imperative with a sense of belonging, connectedness, and meaning in what
Singapore stands for and what it means to be a Singaporean. Singaporeans can and should expect government
policies to reinforce the principle of equitable, as opposed to equal, sharing of the nation's wealth and progress.
Different groups have different needs and differing abilities to benefit from the economic growth.  
In essence, the fundamental demand of a robust economy is unchanging, but the economy and what Singapore
makes of economic growth must be underlined by the need for inclusiveness, engagement, shared ownership. The
economy must serve the people and their aspirations. Home, ultimately, is about how and where Singaporeans
belong and feel rooted to regardless of the differential ability to contribute. This is where Singaporeans' shared
values can discipline the nation's shared purpose and ensure that how the government and the people go about
achieving the common purpose will result in a cohesive society despite the differences.  
Footnote 
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1. For details of Budget 2011, including the Budget Speech and highlights of the Budget, see the website at
<http://app2.mof.gov.sg/budget_2011/default.aspx>.  
2. See Eugene K.B. Tan, "The Evolving Social Compact and the Transformation of Singapore: Going Beyond Quid
Pro Quo in Governance", in Management of Success: Singapore Revisited, edited by Terence Chong (Singapore:
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 2010), pp. 80-99.  
3. For further analysis, see Kevin YL. Tan and Terence Lee (eds.), Voting in Change: Politics of Singapore's General
Elections 2011 (Singapore: Ethos Books, 2011).  
4. Speech by Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong at the Kent Ridge Ministerial Forum, 5 April 2011
<http://www.pmo.gov.sg/content/pmosite/mediacentre/speechesninterviews/ primeminister/2011
/April/Speech_by_Prime_Minister_Lee_Hsien_Loong_at_Kent_ Ridge_Ministerial_Forum_2011.html> (accessed 7
April 2011).  
5. Rally speech at Bedok Stadium by Low Thia Khiang, 30 April 2011 <http://wp.sg/wpge/2011/04/30-april-2011-
%e2%80%93-rally-speech-by-low-thia-khiang> (accessed 12 May 2011).  
6. "Be Careful When Tinkering with System that Has Worked, Says PM Lee", Channel NewsAsia, 3 May 2011
<http://www.ge.sg/stories/elections2/view/108 1725/1/GE-Becarerul-when-tinkering-with-system-that-has-
worked-says-PM-Lee>.  
7. For address by President Tony Tan Keng Yam at the opening of the 12th Parliament on 12 October 2011, see
<http://www.istana.gov.sg/content/istana/news/speeches/ address_at_the_openingofthe 1 2thparliament.html>.  
8. See "Joint Statement by SM Goh Chok Tong and MM Lee Kuan Yew", 14 May 20 1 1
<http://www.pmo.gov.sg/content/pmosite/mediacentre/pressreleases/20 1 1/May/
Joint_Statement_by_SM_Goh_Chok_Tong_and_MM_Lee_Kuan_Yew.html>.  
9. The speech is available at <http://www.pmo.gov.sg/content/pmosite/mediacentre/
speechesninterviews/primeminister/20 1 l/May/Speech_by_Prime_Minister_Lee_Hsien_ Loong_at_the_Swearing-
In_Ceremony_held_in_the_State_Room_Istana.html>.  
10. "S'poreans might prefer a President 'not so closely related' to PAP: Lim Boon Heng", Today, 30 May 2011.  
11. The elected President has two key custodial functions: that of protecting Singapore's financial assets and
safeguarding the integrity of Singapore's public service. It is in these two areas where the President can function
as a check: whether it is drawing on the country's national reserves (as was done in 2009) or the appointment of
key office holders (such as the Supreme Court judges and military chiefs), the concurrence of the President is
necessary. In layman's term, the President holds the "second key". But the President cannot initiate a drawdown of
the reserves or make key appointments, laws or policies; his powers are inherently reactionary. In short, the limited
powers of the President are by no means a guarantee against poor governance or an incompetent government.  
12. Results taken from the Elections Department's website at
<http://www.elections.gov.sg/elections_past_results.html>.  
13. See Ministry of Home Affairs Press Statement on ISA, 16 September 2011
<http://www.mha.gov.sg/news_details. aspx?nid=MjA4NQ%3d%3d-Dmf5juIlzOA%3d>. See further press
statements of 23 and 29 September 2011 at <http://www.mha.gov.sg/ press.aspx?cid=3&year=201 1>.  
14. Lee Kuan Yew contributed $12 million to the fund, which was launched in conjunction with his book, My
Lifelong Challenge: Singapore's Bilingual Journey (Singapore: Straits Times Press, 2012).  
15. See the Education Ministry's website for the fund at <http://www.moe.gov.sg/fundfor-bilingualism/>.  
16. Singapore Workforce, 2011 (Ministry of Manpower, November 2011)
<http://www.mom.gov.sg/Publications/mrsd_singapore_workforce_2011.pdf>.  
17. See media release of 7 December 2011 entitled, "Additional Buyer's Stamp Duty for a Stable and Sustainable
Property Market" <http://www.iras.gov.sg/irasHome/page03a.aspx?id=12850>.  
18. See "PM Orders Inquiry as Trains Break Down Again", Sunday Times, 18 December 2011.  
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19. M+S Pte Ltd is developing plots of land in Marina South and in Ophir-Rochor. Pulau Jjidah Ventures Sdn Bhd is
developing a 5-acre "Urban Wellness" project in Medini North and a 210-acre "Resort Wellness" development in
Medini Central, both in Iskandar, Malaysia.  
20. These are the Skudai and Gunung Pulai water treatment plants, which were built and managed by Singapore's
Public Utilities Board for fifty years, as well as two pump houses in Pontian and Tebrau. The 1962 Water
Agreement is still in force. Under this agreement, Singapore has the right to draw up to a maximum of 250 million
gallons of water per day from the Johor River until the Agreement's expiry in 2061.  
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